
 

Preface 
Anne Monius and Peter Schalk 

Dr. Sulak Sivrakasa, of the International Network of Engaged Bud-
dhists (INEB) in Bangkok, Thailand, and Professor Peter Schalk of 
Uppsala University, Sweden, decided in 2011 to organise a conference 
in Bangkok on the theme, Buddhism among Tamils, on 8–13 Janu-
ary, 2012. It was sponsored by Dr. Sulak Sivaraksa personally, INEB, 
the Swedish Council of Science, and the Faculty of Theology at Upp-
sala University. 

Dr. Sulak Sivaraksa of Bangkok is an eminent international expo-
nent of socially engaged Buddhism and arguably Thailand’s most 
prominent social critic and activist. He has founded rural develop-
ment projects, as well as many non-governmental organizations dedi-
cated to exploring alternative models of sustainable, traditionally-
rooted, and ethically and spiritually-based development. Dr. Siva-
raksa is the founder of the International Network of Engaged Bud-
dhists. Periodically, he has been persecuted for his social activism. In 
1976, following a coup and the deaths of hundreds of students, he was 
forced to stay in exile for two years, during which time he was visiting 
Professor at the University of California, Berkeley, Cornell, and To-
ronto. In 1984, he was again forced to go into exile and was not exon-
erated until his successful trial in 1993. Dr. Sivaraksa was nominated 
for the Nobel Peace Prize in both 1993 and 1994. He received the 
Right Livelihood Award, also known as the Alternative Nobel Prize, in 
1995. He taught at Swarthmore College in autumn 2002 and Harvard 
University in spring of 2003. He has visited Professor Peter Schalk in 
Uppsala regularly over the years giving lectures. His webpage is 
http://www.sulak-sivaraksa.org/ en/index.php?option=com_ front-
page &Itemid=67. 

Professor Anne Monius was helpful in formulating the leading 
ideas of the conference in Bangkok. Professor Anne Monius, Professor 
of South Asian Religions, belongs to the Harvard Divinity School. She 
is a historian of religion specializing in the religious traditions of In-
dia. Her research interests lie in examining the practices and products 
of literary culture to reconstruct the history of religions in South Asia. 
Her first book, Imagining a Place for Buddhism: Literary Culture 
and Religious Community in Tamil-Speaking South India, examines 
the two extant Buddhist texts composed in Tamil; her current re-
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search project, “Singing the Lives of Siva’s Saints: History, Aesthetics, 
and Religious Identity in Tamil-Speaking South India”, considers the 
role of aesthetics and moral vision in the articulation of a distinctly 
Hindu religious identity in twelfth-century South India. Both works 
point to a larger research focus on the ways in which aesthetics and 
ethics define religious identity and community in South Asia, as well 
as to the creative and productive encounters among competing sectar-
ian religious communities. Future research projects will explore the 
relationship of Hindu devotional and philosophical literature in Tamil 
to its Sanskritic forebears, as well as consider the transmission of 
South Indian strands of Buddhism and Hinduism to Southeast Asia. 

Here follow some published works by Professor Anne Monius on 
Buddhism among Tamils. 

Monius, Anne. Vijayalakcumi, Arankarācan. “Ētunikalcci in the maṇi-
mēkalai. The Manifestation of the Beneficial Root ‘Causes’ and 
Renunciation”. In: A Buddhist Womans Path to Enlightenment. 
Proceedings of a Workshop on the Tamil Narrative maṇimēkalai, 
Uppsala University, May 25–29, 1995 (Acta Universitatis Upsa-
liensis, Historia Religionum 13) Uppsala: ACTA, 1997, pp. 261–
277. 

Monius, Anne. Imagining a Place for Buddhism. Literary Culture 
and Religious Community in Tamil-Speaking South India. Ox-
ford, New York: Oxford University Press, 2001. 

Monius, Anne. “With No One to Bind Action and Agent: The Fate of 
Buddhists as Religious ‘Other’ in Tamil Saiva Literature”. In: The 
Tamils: From the Past to the Present. Celebratory Volume in 
Honour of Professor Alvappillai Veluppillai at the Occasion of his 
75th Birthday. Editor-in-Chief Peter Schalk. Colombo/Chennai: 
Kumaran Bookhouse, 2011.  

 
Peter Schalk was appointed full professor for a chair in the History of 
Religions (in particular in Hinduism and Buddhism) in Uppsala Uni-
versity in the Faculty of Arts by the Government of Sweden in 1983. 
The chair was shifted to the Faculty of Theology in 1994. He retired 
from service on 1 January 2012. 

His main areas of research in 2009–2012 are the religious expres-
sions of socio-economic conflict in present-day South Asia, especially 
concepts of martyrdom in cross-cultural perspective and secular ver-
sions of martyrdom as promoted by the Liberation Tigers of Tamil 
Ealam (LTTE). Earlier he worked on Buddhist ritual in the Siṃhala-
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Pali tradition, especially on pirit and baṇa, on Buddhism among 
speakers of Tamil in the pre-colonial period in Tamilakam and Īlam, 
on Caivam of Tamil speakers in the European exile, on the Väddō 
(Väddas) of Īlam, and on the semantic history of the Tamil toponym 
Īlam that refers to the whole island of Sri Lanka. 

Here follow some works by Professor Peter Schalk on Buddhism 
among Tamils: 

 
Schalk, Peter. “The Vallipuram Buddha Image ‘Rediscovered’”. In: 

Dance, Music, Art, and Ritual. Edited by Tor Ahlbäck (Scripta In-
stituti Donneriani Aboensis XVI). Stockholm: Almquist & Wiksell 
International, 1996, pp. 295–312.  

Schalk, Peter, editor. A Buddhist Woman’s Path to Enlightenment. 
Proceedings of a Workshop on the Tamil Narrative Manimekalai, 
Uppsala University, May 25-29, 1995. Uppsala: Acta Universitatis 
Upsaliensis, 1997. 

Schalk, Peter / Veluppillai, Alvappillai, et al. Buddhism among Tamils 
in Pre-Colonial Tamiḻakam and Ilam, 2002. Part 1. Prologue. The 
Pre-Pallava and the Pallava period. Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis, 
Historia Religionum 19. Uppsala, AUU, 2002. 

Schalk, Peter / Veluppillai, Alvappillai, et al. Buddhism among Tamils 
in Pre-Colonial Tamilakam and Ilam, 2002. Part 2. The Period of 
the Imperial Cōḻar. Tamilakam and Ilam. Acta Universitatis Upsa-
liensis, Historia Religionum 20. Uppsala: AUU, 2002. 

Schalk, Peter. “The Caiva Devaluation of Pautta and Caina Asceticism 
in Pre-colonial Tamilakam”. In: Asceticism and its Critics. Histori-
cal Accounts and Comparative Perspectives. Edited by Oliver 
Freiberger. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006, pp. 117–130. 

Schalk, Peter. “Canon Rejected: The Case of Pauttam among Tamils in 
Pre-Colonial Tamilakam and Ilam”. In: Kanononisierung und 
Kanonbildung in der asiatischen Religionsgeschichte (Österreichi-
sche Akademie der Wissenschaften. Philosophisch-Historische 
Klasse. Sitzungsberichte, 820. Band). Herausgegeben von Max 
Deeg, Oliver Freiberger, Christoph Kleine. Wien: Verlag der Öster-
reichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 2011, pp 233–258. 
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The Content of the Conference 
 

The content of the conference explored in distinct, concrete terms the 
literature, tracts, inscriptions, archaeological finds, architecture, 
sculpture and painting, and activities of Tamil-speaking Buddhists in 
southern South Asia from the pre-colonial period through the con-
temporary period in dialogue and conflict with Tamil Caivam (Saiv-
ism), Caiṉam (Jainism), Vaiṇavam (Vaishnavism) and worldly pow-
ers. These confrontations gave Buddhism among Tamils a special 
profile, but also marginalised the religion on the religious map of 
southern South Asia. Buddhaghosa’s heirs failed in the 6th and 12th 
century to make Pāli Buddhism acceptable in Tamilakam. Buddhism 
among Tamils never achieved the position, status and form of canoni-
cal Sanskrit, Pāli, Chinese or Tibetan Buddhism. Among the Tamils 
we find several categories of Pauttam (Buddhism), including 
Caiva/Vaiṇava and Pautta (Buddhist) syncretism. Tamil refers not 
only to a language, but also to the religion known as Caivam and to a 
territory like Tamilakam. In Īlam, Buddhist traditions transmitted in 
Prākrit, Tamil and Siṃhala existed both in harmony and conflict in 
Tamil-speaking territory.  

In the history of the European study of South Asian Buddhism—
stemming back to the mid-nineteenth century—the Tamil-speaking 
Buddhist communities of southern India and Īlam have been rela-
tively under-studied, but provide an important link in dialogue and 
confrontation among the diverse Buddhist landscapes of greater India 
and the largely Theravāda communities of Īlam. In colonial and post-
colonial times, Buddhism has been instrumentalised, as a liberating 
force from the caste system within the Tamil Dalit movement and also 
as a creative force of a new Buddhist identity in Īlam as alternative to 
siṃhala budu samayam (Siṃhala Buddhism). The problem for Bud-
dhists among Tamils in Sri Lanka today is that that their historical 
tradition is questioned by both Caivas and Siṃhala Buddhists. Each 
conference paper contributed to a clearer understanding of the role of 
Tamil-speaking Buddhists in textual, literary and political cultures, as 
emissaries of Buddhism among Tamils in past and present.  

In Bangkok not only pre-colonial Buddhism among Tamils was 
discussed but also Buddhism during the colonial and post-colonial 
period, like the Buddhism of Pēriyar, the Ambedkar movement in 
Yālppāṇam in the 1950s, and the expansion of Siṃhala Buddhism 
into areas of Tamil speakers. 
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Importance of the Conference for the Area of Research 

 
As above, the field of Buddhist Studies—in Europe and the Ameri-
cas—has largely ignored the traditions, activities, and cultural prod-
ucts of Tamil-speaking Buddhists in southern India and Īlam. This 
conference, building on previous work done by the applicant, sought 
to expand the range of conversation from South Indian and Īlam spe-
cialists to scholars of southern Asian “Buddhisms” in Southeast Asia. 
So much of Tamil-speaking religious and literary culture—whether in 
India or Īlam—is linked in as yet little understood ways to the various 
regions of Southeast Asia, including Thailand (the site of the confer-
ence). The goal of the conference was to foster critical inter-regional 
dialogue on topics concerning the transmission, cultures, and con-
tacts among various forms of southern Asian “Buddhisms”. 

 
 

Venue in Bangkok 
 
Why hold such a conference in Bangkok? There were three reasons.  

1. Dr. Sulak Sivaraksa, living in Bangkok, has shown a deep interest 
for Buddhism among Tamils as part of his own concept of socially 
engaged Buddhism. He invited the research group of six scholars to 
stay in Bangkok and to finance local transport, board and lodging 
during the whole period and organise some of the excursions.  

2. In Bangkok there is an important sculpture in Wat Benchamabopitr 
that once stood in Vallipuram in the district Yālppāṇam. It was gifted 
to the King of Thailand in 1906. The sculpture provides very impor-
tant evidence of Buddhism among Tamils because it shows a connec-
tion to Amarāvati and not to Anurādhapura (See Buddhism among 
Tamils..., vol 1, pp. 211–224). A special examination of the statue was 
made under the guidance of Dr. Duraiswamy Dayalan (Turaicāmi 
Tayāḷaṉ) from the Archaeological Survey of India (ASI). His contribu-
tion is included in the chapter “Buddhism among Tamils. An Intro-
duction” by Peter Schalk. 

3. The connection between Thailand and Sri Lanka has been very in-
tensive in the past and the present, especially in the 18th century when 
an extensive exchange took place between the two national Buddhist 
saṃghas. 
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The Participants 
 

There were six authors of papers, one who organised local transport, 
board, and lodging in Bangkok (Sivaraksa), and one who organised 
the travelling (Schalk) to and from Bangkok. They constituted an in-
ner circle of seven persons. The outer circle consisted of intellectuals 
in Bangkok, Thais and non-Thais, who were invited to participate in 
the conference.  

In January 2012, all six papers were discussed, interrupted only by 
an excursion to Wat Benchamabopitr. Each author was given 90 min-
utes for presentation and discussion of his paper. 

 
1. Professor A. J. V. Chandrakanthan (E. Jē. Vi. Cantirakāntaṉ) is As-
sociate Professor, Centre for the Study of Religion, University of To-
ronto, and a Catholic priest. Professor Chandrakanthan has held ma-
jor academic appointments including, Head of the Department of 
Christian and Islamic Civilizations, University of Jaffna (1980–1986); 
Professor of Biblical Studies and Ethics, Concordia University (1996–
1999). He has presented papers at a number of national and interna-
tional conferences and published ten books and over 50 articles in 
issues related Christian Theology, Ethics, Human Rights and inter-
religious spirituality. His paper in Bangkok had the title “Religious 
Conversion as a Form of Protest: Tamil Sub-nationalisms and the 
Ambedkar-Model. Buddhist Conversions in Post Colonial Jaffna”. 

2. Dr. Duraiswamy Dayalan (Turaicāmi Tayāḷaṉ) is Superintending 
Archaeologist, Archaeological Survey of India. He is the author of 
many outstanding works in archaeology, especially on temple archi-
tecture in South India. He contributed to the volume Buddhism 
among Tamils..., vol 2, pp. 559–568 with the paper “Recent Finds of 
Buddhist Artifacts and Architecture in Tamilakam”. His paper in 
Bangkok had the title “Excavations at Kanahanhalli: A Unique Bud-
dhist Site in South India, but in the volume Buddhism among 
Tamils..., vol 3, only his examination of the Vallipuram Buddha statue 
in Bangkok is taken up. 

3. Dr. Jude Lal Fernando (Jūd Lāl Pranāndu) is a post-doctoral re-
search fellow and lecturer in Buddhist-Christian dialogue at the Irish 
School of Ecumenics, Trinity College Dublin. His dissertation was on 
Dynamics of Essentialist Representations of Nationhood and the 
Politics of Interpretation: The Role of Religion in the making and 
Unmaking of the Sri Lankan Nation-State. Dublin: Irish School of 
Ecumenics, 2008. His paper in Bangkok has the title “War by other 
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Means. Expansion of Siṃhala Buddhism into the Tamil Region: Re-
ligio-Military Dimensions of Post-War Lanka”. Dr. Jude Lal Fernando 
had collected documentary pictures of the Sinhalisation of the Tamil 
area in Īlam’s North-East region after the defeat of the LTTE by 
Lankan military forces. They used Buddha-images that were planted 
triumphantly in Tamil areas of “re-conquest”.  

4. For Professor Anne Monius, see above. Her paper in Bangkok had 
the title “Further Thoughts on the Vīracōliyam and Peruntēvaṉar’s 
Commentarial Project”. 

5. Professor Peter Schalk’s article in Bangkok had the title “The Bud-
dha Image among Īlam Tamils”. It focussed the Buddha image from 
Vallipuram in Sri Lanka, now at Wat Benchamabopitr (front cover, 
fig. 51-53), where the whole group of scholars made a detailed study 
of the Vallipuram Buddha statue, guided by Dr. Turaicāmi Tayāḷaṉ 
[Fig. 50, 54). In the article “Buddhism among Tamils. An Introduc-
tion” in the present volume Buddhism among Tamils …, Part 3, (BaT 
3), Peter Schalk discusses the findings in Bangkok and presents the 
uses of the concept “Buddhism among Tamils” in scholarly and politi-
cal documents. The present “re-conquest” described by Dr. Jude Lal 
Fernando retrieves a totalitarian ideology from the past. This is de-
scribed by Peter Schalk in the article “Eḷāra and Duṭṭhagāmiṇī - 
Again”. This ideology also explains why tamilppauttam is controver-
sial in Īlam. 

6. Professor (em.) Alvapillai Veluppillai was a chair-holder of Tamil at 
the University of Yālppāṇam and came to Sweden in 1990 where he 
stayed till 2000. His fields are Tamil historical linguistics, history of 
Tamil literature and religions and analysis of Tamil inscriptions. He 
taught Tamil and History of religions at Uppsala University, Faculty 
of Theology, that honoured him by a PhD h.c. in 1995. He is a Swedish 
national. He contributed heavily to the volumes Buddhism among 
Tamils... Part 1 and 2, (BaT 1–2) and to the volume A Buddhist 
Woman’s Path... (BWPE). His contribution in Bangkok was titled 
“History of Research of Buddhism among Tamils”. 

For some of his works on Buddhism among Tamils see the list of his 
works in The Tamils: From the Past to the Present. Celebratory Vol-
ume in Honour of Professor Alvappillai Veluppillai at the Occasion 
of his 75th Birthday. Editor-in-Chief Peter Schalk. Colombo/Chennai: 
Kumaran Bookhouse, 2011, pp. 16–31. 

Dr. Sivaraksa functioned as chairman.  
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For the visiting participants in Bangkok see Fig. 50 in this volume.  

Publication 
 

The result of the conference in Bangkok with some modifications is 
now published in this volume, as Buddhism among Tamils, Part 3, 
Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis, Historia Religionum 32, (BaT 3). It 
connects the present studies with earlier studies published by Upp-
sala University (BaT 1–2, BWPE; Fig 60–62). 

 
 
 

September 2012 
 
Anne Monius, Harvard University, USA 
Peter Schalk, Uppsala University, Sweden 

 




